CAMPUS EMERGENCY INFORMATION
Texas A&M University LEADS (Listen→Educate→Act→Dial→Seek)

EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
- POLICE/FIRE/MEDICAL EMERGENCY:
  - DIAL 911 EMERGENCY ON-CAMPUS
  - DIAL 9-911 EMERGENCY OFF-CAMPUS OR CELL PHONE
- UNIVERSITY POLICE NON-EMERGENCY:
  - (979) 845-2345
- POISON CONTROL:
  - 1-800-222-1222

CAMPUS-WIDE EMERGENCY/CODE MAROON
- LISTEN to TV, radio, Website, university e-mail, text message and staff.
- EDUCATE others when you know information. Pass it on.
- ACT according to information and directions you have received.
- DIAL 911 for fire, medical or police emergencies as needed.
- SEEK help and/or shelter.
- WHEN DIALING 911 OR 9-911:
  - Stay calm.
  - Tell dispatcher your location.
  - Answer the questions.
  - Don’t hang up until told.
  - Follow all directions given.

MEDICAL EMERGENCY
Medical emergency
- DIAL 911 EMERGENCY ON-CAMPUS
- DIAL 9-911 EMERGENCY OFF-CAMPUS OR CELL PHONE
- If trained, begin first aid.
- Have another person meet police and EMS at designated area.

FIRE ALARM OR ACTUAL FIRE
- Fire in building
  - Pull fire alarm and evacuate area.
  - Use nearest exit – or – alternate safe route.
  - Dial 911 or 9-911 from outdoor location or building next door.
  - Do NOT use elevators.
  - Individuals needing assistance during an evacuation are encouraged to develop personal action plans and contacts in the building.
  - Stay a safe distance away from the building.
  - Do NOT return until building is cleared by the fire department.

NATURAL DISASTER/INCLEMENT WEATHER
- Natural disaster – or – inclement weather (examples: tornado, ice storm, hurricane).
- WARNING:
  - Severe weather sighted in the area.
- WATCH:
  - Conditions favorable for development of severe weather.
- SEEK APPROPRIATE SHELTER:
  - Areas such as small interior rooms, interior hallways or basements
  - Stay away from windows.
  - Avoid large rooms.
  - Do NOT use elevators.
  - Monitor news/weather.

UP TO THE MINUTE INFORMATION
- TELEVISION: KBTX (Ch. 3), KRHD (Ch. 40) and KAMU (Ch. 15)
- RADIO: WTAW (1620 AM), KZNE (1150 AM), KORA (98.3 FM) and KKYS (104.7 FM)
- WEBSITE: http://www.tamu.edu/emergency and http://tamunews.tamu.edu
- TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY E-MAIL: Check your university e-mail in-box for messages.
- CODE MAROON: Check personal cell phones for text messages. Sign up at http://codemaroon.tamu.edu.
- LOCATIONS: MSC Hotel Desk, Corps Guard Room, Student Rec Center and Commons Desk

Download a copy at http://studentaffairs.tamu.edu/emergency/